Mathematical functions used for phenomenological fits of experimental time traces 21
In the main text, the characteristic signatures of the single-cell traces are discussed in terms of 22 the occurrence of distinct onsets and drops in the fluorescence signal. The corresponding event 23 times were not extracted directly from the traces, but from best fits to marker-specific 24 phenomenological functions. In this section, we describe the mathematical functions used to fit 25 the traces and the rules we used to exclude outliers. 26
The six markers are divided into two classes, based on their characteristic behaviour: the early 27 markers (LysoTracker, TMRM, and ROS) and the late markers (Caspase 3/7, pSIVA-IANBD, 28
and PI/Toto-3 iodide). In addition to the event-times, also the trace amplitude and the event slopes were extracted from 89 the fits, where "onset slope" is defined as the slope of the steepest tangent to the rising edge, 90 and the "breakdown slope" is the slope of the steepest tangent to the falling edge. 91
Filter rules 92
In order to discriminate between traces that exhibit an event signal and traces that do not show 93 a clearly identifiable event signal, filter rules were established. Any traces with amplitudes 94 amp( ) larger than 100 times the median of amplitudes are discarded to eliminate outliers, as 95 are traces with amplitudes smaller than 10% of the largest amplitude of the remaining traces, 96 which can hardly be distinguished from noise. Another criterion relates to traces with transient, 97 narrow peaks, which are caused by fluorescent particles floating through the image. In addition, 98 traces that merely show a monotonously increasing or decreasing signal are filtered out, since 99 they bear too little information to extract an event time. In addition, there are specific filter rules 100 for the two marker classes. Early marker traces are discarded if the maximum value was attained 101 at the first or at the very last time point of the measurement, if the steepness is less than an 102 empirical threshold, or if the fluorescence breakdown is too shallow. Late marker traces are 103 discarded if the maximum value is reached before the minimum value, or if the fluorescence is 104 changing too fast at the beginning or still increasing at the end of the measurement.
Histogram distributions 106
The histograms in The probability density function ( | , ) of the log-normal distribution is 110
with the distribution parameters and . 112
The distribution parameters are calculated from the event time values , = 1, … , , shown 113 in the histogram, using the empirical expectation value and the empirical variance : 114
The distribution parameters and the distribution maximum ̂ are then given as: 116 so that all points separated from each other by less than a minimum distance of 10 minutes 140 belong to the same cluster, and points in different clusters are separated by at least this minimum 141 distance. When more than one cluster was found, only the largest cluster was used; the smaller 142 clusters were considered as noise. Where indicated in Supplementary Tables 6 and 8, mean  143 shift clustering was performed separately for the points below and above the diagonal, with 144 points exactly on the diagonal being counted as below the diagonal, to prevent clusters from 145 extending across the diagonal. 146
Ellipses of concentration 147
A principal-component analysis was carried out on each cluster in the two-dimensional event 148 time plots to determine the average and variance of events. The ellipses of concentration are 149 oriented along the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and centered at the median of the 150 corresponding cluster. The lengths σ of the semi-axes are the mean squared displacement of the 151 n points p1,…,pn from the cluster median m in the direction of the corresponding semi-axis: 152
For asymmetric semi-axes, only the points within the corresponding direction of the semi-axis 154 are considered, and the length of the semi-axis is changed where the projection of the position 155 vector on the asymmetric semi-axis disappears (Supplementary Fig. 2) . 156 to 25 µg mL -1 nanoparticles (left) and 100 µg mL -1 nanoparticles (right). The uniaxially 166 asymmetric ellipses display the mean squared displacement of events points from the ellipse 167 centre. MOMP was correlated with LMP ( Fig. 5a, b ) as well as with OxBurst (Fig. 5c, d) . 168 Additionally, LMP and OxBurst were correlated with each other (Fig. 5e, f) . n is the number of 169 cells shown in the respective scatter plot. The data was drawn from at least three experiments 170 per marker combination. Detailed information on the Huh7 data is given in Supplementary 171 Table 7 .
Pearson correlation coefficient 173
In Fig. 5 , the pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) of ROS production rate and event time of 174 LMP or MOMP, respectively, is indicated. 175
The PCC was calculated using Matlab's function "corrcoef" 2 . Formally, the PCC of points, 176 each at coordinates ( , ) with = 1, … , , is given by: 177
Here, and are the mean, and and are the standard deviation of all coordinates 179 and , respectively. Maxima of the log-normal distributions fitted to the distributions of event times detected for 198 each marker (NP = nanoparticles, STS = staurosporine). The column "Both" gives the numbers of cells that showed clearly identifiable events for both 206 markers, i.e., the cells shown in For each combination and inducer condition, the kernel bandwidth (in hours) used for mean 221 shift clustering and the whether or not the diagonal of the scatter plots was treated as a cluster 222 border are indicated. The diagonal was treated as cluster border when two clusters were 223 expected. In these cases, clustering was performed separately for the data below and above the 224 diagonal (NP = nanoparticles, STS = staurosporine).
Supplementary

Supplementary Table 7:
Complete overview of Huh7 data (Supplementary Fig. 5 The column "Both" indicates the numbers and percentages of cells in which both markers 236 detected an identifiable event. These are the cells depicted in Supplementary Figure 6 
